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Agenda

A. Article in Canberra Times and UTR Proposal.

B. Description of the internal gas meters and associated risks.

C. Relocation options.

D. Proposed plan.

E. Questions and discussions – Consumers’ feedback on the issue 

and the general community perception towards gas.



Gas Internal Meter Sets

• The Utilities Gas Services and Installation Rules Code 2013 on 2 

June 2013 requires all gas meter set installations to be placed 

external to residential building.

• There are currently 1368 legacy internal gas meter sets that were 

installed prior to the Code change, mostly in the apartment blocks in 

ACT.

• Over the last few years, the UTR has increasingly raised their 

concern on exposing occupants to risk of gas leak from meter sets.

• Following the issuing of the UTR Annual Report 2015/16, Canberra 

Times publication on Saturday 27th May – “Authorities have serious 

concerns about gas meters in 80 ACT buildings”.



UTR Proposal

• UTR proposed, in January 2018, the removal of all the internal legacy 

meters via a change to the Code:

o Relocate all internal residential meters before the end of their 

15 year service life.

o Four yearly inspection program of all internal residential 

meters in the meantime. 

o All inspection and relocation must incur no direct cost to the 

affected consumers.

o A letter from UTR to consumers informing them of the risk.

o Inspection of all internal meters in 120 days after the change 

of the Code.



Risks Associated with Internal Meters 

• UTR’s concern on internal gas meter is summarised in a report 

generated by consultant Advitech.  Key risks centred around –

If ventilation is inadequate, a hazardous environment may be 

created, with the potential for fire or explosion. 



Technical Considerations

• A review of Advitech’s report by GPA Engineering indicated a number 

of incorrect or bias assumptions in the Advitech’s reports:

o The maximum fatality and injury rates quoted by Advitech is 

not consistent with record of zero reported fatalities or 

injuries.

o Assumption on the failure rate is inconsistent with record.

o Assumption on probability of failure to detect of 60% is much 

higher than what is experienced in practice. 

• A joint review is currently being undertaken to reassess these risks. 



Evoenergy’s Position

• Internal gas meter sets installations in high rise are being practiced 

and accepted in a number of other jurisdictions in Australia. 

• Internal meters have been installed in ACT for well over 15 years with 

not a single reported safety event.

• Evoenergy’s position is that any risk presented by internal residential 

meter sets when installed in accordance with sound industry practice 

is low. 

• There is an overall inherent risk of having natural gas and the risk 

associated to gas leak is not lowered by the removal of these meters. 

• Any decision on relocating the meters should only be made after 

credible evidence of a safety risk is established. 



Relocation Options

Detailed assessment on relocation options were completed and four options 

were identified: 

• Option 1 Relocate Meter Sets – Relocate individual metering for all 

premises to a suitable position external to the building ($15M - $30M).

• Option 2 Master Meter with No Individual Metering – Remove all individual 

meters and provide only a master meter for each complex ($1M - $5M).

• Option 3 Master Meter with Embedded Network Solution – Install master 

meter, replace existing meter sets with a smart meter with additional safety 

features and transfer ownership of the individual meters to a third party 

($3M - $7M).

• Option 4 Disconnection – Remove individual meter sets and disconnect gas 

to the premises.  Replace customer appliance with electric ($0.5M - $1M).



Proposed Plan

• Evoenergy to complete a safety inspection program of the legacy 

internal meters. 

o Commence 1 July 2018.

o Monthly progress report to UTR.

o Targeted completion of inspection by end 2018.

• Final inspection report and proposal to UTR by end of March 2019.

• Joint technical assessment by Advitech and GPA Engineering on the 

internal gas meters to be completed to establish any credible risk.



Our Objectives

• Inform ECRC of the proposed change in the Code and provide details 

on internal gas meter in apartments.

• “Seek a voice from Consumers” and feedback on the issue and the 

proposed Code change - formal engagement and communication with 

Evoenergy and UTR.

• What is the general community perceptions of and attitudes towards 

gas?


